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Abstract
As the physical components of logic circuits are getting smaller, error rates are getting
higher due to various effects like radiation and electromagnetic coupling. Different
strategies, such as costume hardware or replication of instructions through compiler
features are proposed to mitigate these. Another approach is process level replication,
which replicates processes and checks if the output of each process instance is identical.
Romain provides such a replicated application, for most unchanged processes.
Romain is a major part of the ASTEROID Operating System (OS) architecture,
which provides an Reliable Computing Base (RCB) for processes. All applications running outside the RCB are replicated and thereby protected by Romain.
As drivers are a large part of the OS and frequently changed, it is desirable to exclude
them from the RCB. Thus the goal of this work is to develop the required changes of
Romain and the ASTEROID OS architecture for a replication of device drivers.
This work introduces solutions for different communication mechanisms between hardware and software. These solutions have a small impact on the RCB and a feasible
performance for most devices, while significantly increasing the fault tolerance of device
drivers against unwanted bit-flips.
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1 Introduction
With the development of ever smaller transistors in modern computers, a different kind
of error, besides of implementations errors, gets more prominent[11]. Single Event Upsets (SEUs) are bit-flips in hardware caused by cosmic rays[44], radioactive decay[2],
aging effects[25], or electromagnetic coupling[26]. Most SEUs do not change the state
of a bit permanently and can be corrected by resetting the respective transistors. These
errors are named soft-errors or alternatively transient faults. Permanent faults through
physical defects, which cannot be rectified in this way, are called hard-errors.
Since the probability of SEUs heightens with each new chip generation, even systems
not used in a highly radioactive environment experience and have to mange these
bit-flips. As these failures may be acceptable in consumer computers, they certainly
can have catastrophic consequences on other systems, like medical equipment and
high-availability servers. Furthermore, as these reliable and high-availability systems
get more common solutions against SEUs have to be found and implemented.
As SEUs and therefore soft-errors are a hardware problems, it is very appealing to
solve these failures in hardware. However, this requires greater development efforts.
With the required features to secure the hardware against SEUs, the complexity of
the components would increase, too. This is not a feasible option for device manufactures concentrating on the consumer market, as it would increase price and possibly
reduce performance of the produced components. A producer of such hardware would
probably loose market share. Equally, custom hardened hardware (not Commercial
off the Shelf (COTS)) is expensive and therefore will be only used in systems which
have a higher radiation background, for example airplanes and spacecraft[33, 43]. This
makes solving the problem with hardware unfeasible in many situations. Software
solutions running on COTS hardware are more sensible, as these can run on already existing hardware and do not have to be implemented anew for each hardware architecture.
Such a system has to detect, and if possible correct SEUs. For soft-errors the correction is simple, because setting the transistor anew for example through re-execution
will eradicate the bit-flip. A hard-error in contrast presents a permanent fault and can
only be repaired by replacing the faulty component. Most SEUs are soft-errors[39],
thus correcting by rewriting respectively recalculating of the erroneous value should
be preferred to exchanging the component, as this can be automated and reduce the
maintenance costs greatly.
The ASTEROID OS architecture[13] provides a Reliable Computing Base (RCB)
on which processes can run soft-error resilient on COTS hardware. This is achieved
via the replication framework Romain[12], which runs multiple instances of the task,
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thereby taking care of copying the input into each instance and comparing their the
output, checking for differences. If the outputs differ between replicas, Romain will
detect this, and if a majority voting is possible, correct the faulty instance.
Romain can replicate nearly all processes, but the special requirements of communication with devices are not yet considered in Romain. In this work necessary changes
are introduced to successfully replicate I/O device drivers with Romain, thereby removing them from the RCB of the ASTEROID OS architecture. This would greatly
reduce the necessary effort to harden the RCB of ASTEROID OS.
Device drivers talk to devices over different hardware access methods, for each of
them another approach is required. This work presents solutions for the following four
major techniques: Port-mapped I/O (PMIO), Memory-mapped I/O (MMIO), Direct
Memory Access (DMA), and Interrupt Request (IRQ). The goal of each approach is
to minimize the increase of the RCB, while being as portable as possible regarding the
underlying hardware as well as being completely device independent. Therefore the
proposed designs are:
• For PMIO accesses to trap and emulate the instructions by Romain similar to the
already existing solution for shared memory.
• A MMIO access layer, thus all MMIO accesses have to be transformed into Interprocess Communication (IPC) messages, which get checked by Romain.
• Reusing the shared memory feature of Romain for DMA areas, by introducing a
flag marking a memory area as used by DMA.
• For IRQ I will argue that Romain already supports it.

This work is structured in the way that it will first introduce the technical background,
related work, ASTEROID, and Romain (2). Then the taken design decisions will
be discussed for any of the different presented communication methods(3). Chapter 4
presents the performance as well as the reached fault resilience for the device drivers.
At the end, this work is summarized and a prospect how the design can be improved in
the future is given(5).

2

2 Technical Background
This chapter gives an overview of the fundamental problem why hardware suffers from
unpredictable faults. Thereafter, it introduces the assumed fault model. Then some
related work for fault tolerance is described. At the end, this chapter gives a description
of ASTEROID and the replication framework Romain on which this work is based
upon.

2.1 Physical Background
As different studies show[39, 11] not all failures in program executions are attributable
to software errors. Some of these failures originate in the technology used by integrated
circuits of modern hardware, MOSFETs as shown in figure 2.1.
By applying a voltage to the gate, the gate acts with the bulk substrate separated by
the isolating oxide layer as capacitor. This creates an electric field inside the MOSFET.

Source

Oxide

Gate
Drain

n+

n+
p

Body

Bulk Substrate

Figure 2.1: n-MOSFET
Based on:
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/79/Lateral_
mosfet.svg?download
An unwanted introduced charge(may be positive or negative) in the gate or bulk
can raise/lower the current charge between gate and bulk. Going over or under the
state switching charge, this leads to an unexpected state change of the transistor. For
example cosmic rays[44] and radioactive decay[2] can alter the charge. Also aging effects
like hot-carrier injection, negative-bias temperature instability, and oxide breakdown can
change the properties of the transistor[25]. Furthermore, undesired interaction like
electromagnetic coupling or conductive channels between unrelated components can
climax in bit-flips as Kim et al. in [26] demonstrated.
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The main effects of cosmic rays are ionization effects, escape of long-range alphaparticles, and Coulomb-induced recoils. These effects introduce different particle. At
sea level these are largely neutrons, protons, electrons, and muons, and the energy of
cosmic rays. Each particle type introduced by cosmic rays interacts with the transistor
differently.[44]
The effects of spontaneous radioactive decay inside the substrate are similar to the
effects of cosmic rays. But unlike them radioactive decay can be greatly reduced by
using depleted material, especially depleted doping material.[2]
Aging effects are another source of hardware failure. Similar to radiation they are
a consequence of the physics interacting with the hardware. The three main effects
of aging transistors are hot-carrier injection, negative-bias temperature instability, and
oxide breakdown.[25]
Hot-carriers are electrons or holes with a high kinetic energy. These carriers can be
created by different sources. Through quantum mechanics hot-carriers can introduce
current into the gate and the bulk substrate. This changes temporary the electric field.
Moreover, hot-carriers change the physical properties of the transistor by altering the
chemical structure.[41]
Another aging effect is negative-bias temperature instability, which is not fully understood yet. Like hot-carrier injection the chemical structure is changed. In contrast
to hot-carrier injection this can happen at lower energy levels. Also a temporary effect
occurs.[38, 21]
The third major reason for aging transistors is oxide breakdown. Here a short circuit
through the isolating oxide layer between gate- and bulk-substrate is created.[10]

2.2 Relevance in Future Systems
The in section 2.1 discussed effects induce SEUs into electric logic circuits[39]. Dixit
and Wood showed in [11] on which circuit’s properties the soft-error rate is dependent.
They found two main factors: the charge of the electric field and the area density of
integrated circuits. Both relations are pretty straightforward and directly linked to size
of the components.
The radiation by cosmic rays is distributed nearly isotropic at sea level[44]. Both
radiation effects, cosmic rays as well as radioactive decay, can only induce a finite
energy into the circuit at a given time frame. Therefore, the changes to the electric field
by radiation is limited, making SEUs more probable for smaller transistors, as they also
have a smaller electric field.
Higher circuit density leads to a increased probability of existing coupled circuits,
since the increased density means reduced clearance between components. This makes
electric field changes by fluctuating voltages more prominent in the transistors. Therefore, even previously benign electric coupling can have harmful impacts.
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As these factors are directly dependent on the size of the circuit components, the
rate of SEUs is expected to increase as consequence of the ongoing evolution of sophisticated semiconductor circuits[6, 11]. Moreover, efforts to lower the energy consumption
of the components lead to a smaller gap between the used electric field changes and the
necessary field changes for a state switch of a transistor. This also increases the risk of
unwanted side effects having a error producing consequence[11].

2.3 Fault Model
As many of the discussed sources for faults are uniformly distributed over the set of
integrated logic circuits, a prediction of the time and locality of a fault is not possible.
This requires to secure every circuit. The mean time between failures for a MBit in
DRAM is reported to be in the dimension of tens of thousands of hours[39]. This
means even on a normal consumer computer these failures are fairly common. Nevertheless, through the relative scarcity of these events, it is very unlikely that more than
one bit will be switched, thus a single bit-flip model is a good abstraction of the problem.
A data corruption can lead to different consequences depending on where and when
they happen. Best case, the error occurs at a point where it does not change anything
because the erroneous bits are not read or overwritten by a later write. This is called
a benign fault and can be safely ignored. Yet other data corruptions can cause crashes
(e.g. corrupted pointers), infinite loops (e.g. corrupted terminating conditions), or
simply wrong results (e.g. changed interim result). Silent Data Corruptions (SDCs)
are wrong results which cannot be detected as such and hence can tamper with a lot of
subsequent data, causing cascading failures in the system.

2.4 Related Work
As argued in chapter 1 a software solution is preferable for most systems, since specially
hardened hardware is expensive. Therefore, the discussion of related work is concentrated solely on software based solutions.
Shadow Drivers[42] increase the reliability of a system by monitoring device drivers and
recovering them from failures by restarting and restoring the driver. This is achieved
by recording all relevant information which gets passed between the kernel and the
driver in the non-fault operation. If a driver fails the shadow driver switches modes
and simulates the driver for the kernel, while restoring the driver and acting as kernel
for the device driver. In doing so, shadow drivers can transparently mask detectable
failures, but the authors found that they cannot detect 35% of the injected faults in
their experiments. Knowledge over the driver class is also required to log all necessary
information and recover the driver successfully, while concealing the failure to the
kernel. This means that each driver class needs a special implementation of a shadow
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driver. Drivers, which do not use the standard driver class interface, for example by
using additional feature, can neither be monitored nor recovered, since the respectively
shadow driver does not have any knowledge about it. Similarly shadow drivers are not
able to track communication through an ad hoc-interface like shared memory, because
they observe the communication between kernel and driver by replicating procedure
calls. Due to the same reason they also cannot restore drivers with internal states which
are not expressed by the kernel interface. Moreover, shadow drivers cannot guarantee,
that after a crash, a request was handled. Duplication of request is also possible and
has to be managed by either the device or “higher levels of software”[42, p.344]. In
contrast to shadow drivers the solution presented in this work does not suffer of any of
theses problems.
Herder et al. presented the idea of a reincarnation server[20]. Similar to shadow
drivers the reincarnation server monitors the device drivers and restarts them in a
failure case. But in contrast to shadow drivers, the reincarnation server does not
mask the crash of the driver to the other processes. It is also not limited to device
drivers but rather can be used for all sorts of services. The device driver as well as
the processes depending on the device driver have to be aware of the reincarnation
server, to be able to load and store state relevant information and get an update that
a component has been restarted. Because the reincarnation server has to restart the
driver, this approach cannot guarantee that no data gets lost, since it cannot determine
when the driver misbehaved. This solution is also not suitable to recognize SDCs.
Additionally the authors had some problems to save the state of the device driver in the
reincarnation server, thus their implementation currently only works for stateless driver.
Another approach is to use compilers to ensure fault tolerance. One example for
such a solution is SWIFT[36], which is not limited to drivers. SWIFT replicates each
instruction, except stores, while each replica uses different registers. The process, compiled with SWIFT, compares before each store instruction the value of the replicas to be
stored as well as the taken control flow up to this store. Because load operations have to
be replicated to assure a error free computation and compiler-based reliability systems
have no control over other processes, SWIFT cannot secure situations in which the
value to be read could change between the replicated loads. Common cases are shared
memory, exception, and interrupt handling. This is also a problem for multithreaded
tasks, since scheduling and thread progress is non-deterministic. Therefore, SWIFT
only supports single-threaded execution. As with every solution using compilers, the
source code has to be available and every program has to be custom-compiled for
a resilient execution. Because many drivers are dependent on interrupts and utilize
shared memory for higher throughput, SWIFT is not suitable to secure most drivers
against soft-errors. Also not all device manufactures release the source code of their
drivers, making compiler-based solutions unsuitable.
A different way for a software based solution is Process-Level Redundancy(PLR)[40].
The idea of PLR is not to secure single hardware components against soft-errors, but to
assure that the output of a process is correct. PLR replicates a process, guaranteeing
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that all replicas get the same input and comparing the output of the copies. The
authors divide theses redundant processes into a master process, which handles input
and output events, and slave processes, which get copies of the input data and provide
output data to be compared against. The comparison and copying takes place in a
memory region shared between these. One input and output source are system calls.
System calls, which do not change any external state, get executed by each replica.
Other system calls have to be emulated for slave processes. This is done by the system
call emulation layer, which is set in between the replicas and the OS. Soft-errors can
also change the timing of an execution of replicas. To detect this a watchdog timer is
used. Due to the replication of processes, PLR cannot run tasks which use sources of
non-determinism, like shared memory or multithreaded executions.

2.5 ASTEROID OS Architecture

Replicated Driver

Replicated Application

Romain

L4Re

Fiasco.OC
Reliable Computing Base
Figure 2.2: ASTEROID OS Architecture
Based on: [12, Figure 3.1]
The design goal of ASTEROID Operating System Architecture[13] is to have an OS
with a defined RCB. The Reliable Computing Base (RCB) was introduced by Engel
et al. in [15] and is described as the set of components, software and hardware components, which are needed and have to be trusted in order for processes to be resilient
against faults. The RCB of ASTEROID allows to run fault unaware processes in a replicated fashion, therefore fault resilient, on COTS hardware. As figure 2.2 depicts, the
ASTEROID’s RCB is composed of the Fiasco.OC[17] microkernel, some fundamental
system services provided by L4Re, and Romain[12], a replication framework. Section
2.6 will describe Romain further. All executions outside of the RCB of ASTEROID
is protected due to replication, consequently the RCB has to be protected with other
means.
7

2.6 Romain
For the replicated execution of unmodified binaries Döbel[12] has proposed Robust Multithreaded Application Infrastructure(Romain). Romain is a framework, which allows
to run soft-error unconscious tasks transparently in an n-replicated way. By comparing
the output of each replica, it can detect and correct hardware induced errors. It is part
of the L4 Runtime Environment(L4Re)[18] and the ASTEROID OS architecture (Section 2.5). Romain can replicate most processes running on the Fiasco.OC microkernel.
Fiasco.OC is a third-generation microkernel, which, like every microkernel, seeks
to minimize the size of the kernel. This means that Fiasco.OC does not provide any
complex services. These have to be implemented in usermode. However, it offers all of
its services in form of kernel objects, which can be accessed by task through capabilities.
A task consists of an address space, an object space, which holds the capabilities of the
task, and an IO-port address space. It can have one or more threads which execute the
code. Over IPC-Gates tasks are able to create a synchronized communication channel
to other tasks.
Every task can only access capabilities which itself owns over a system call. This
call is translated into an Inter-process Communication (IPC). Each IPC consists of a
memory region which is specific to a thread and is shared between task and kernel, the
User-level Control Block (UTCB). Fiasco.OC can then copy the necessary information
from the UTCB of one thread to the UTCB of another thread. This not only allows
to pass messages between tasks, but can also be used to give other tasks additional
capabilities, for example memory pages.
This feature is used by Romain to guarantee that the replica only owns capabilities,
over which Romain has full control. Derived from this, Romain has to act as program
loader for the replicas to set the initial capabilities.

Replica

Replica

Replica
CPU exceptions
Page faults
System calls

Memory Manager

Fault Handler

=

System Call Proxy

Romain Master
Replicated Application

Figure 2.3: Romain Architecture
Based on: [12, Figure 3.2]
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In figure 2.3 the general approach of Romain is presented. A replicated application
is composed of a Romain master process and n-replicas running in their own address
spaces. The master process compares each output of all replicas and therefore can
detect mismatches between them. Because Romain acts as process loader and resource
manager, it can set up all replicas identical, this means that each replica should compute
the same. Hence, if the output mismatches a soft-error has occurred. Similar to PLR,
this only holds true if all inputs are the same, so Romain has to replicate all inputs, too.
To be able to compare all outputs, Romain uses a feature from Fiasco.OC called
virtual CPU (vCPU)[27]. vCPUs are a thread substitute introduced for OS rehosting
by Lackorzynski et al. vCPUs run user-level code like threads in an address space, but
instead of the kernel handling all CPU traps, the vCPU gets migrated to a guest kernel,
which then can act upon this event.
Through the use of vCPUs for replicas, Romain can handle all externalization events
that are visible for the kernel, for example system calls and page faults of the replicas.
Because Romain, from the viewpoint of the vCPUs, acts as guest kernel, all vCPUs of
the replicas get migrated to it. Romain can then inspect the vCPUs and status of the
replicas. Each externalization event is also a synchronization point for the replicas, as
depicted in figure 2.4. When a replica enters an externalization event, the replica will be
halted by Romain until all replicas have triggered the event. This enables Romain to
compare the output and the register state at each CPU trap. Then it acts accordingly
as:
System call proxy
doing the system call only once for all replicas and coping the result back into the
replicas
Memory manager
taking care that all replicas have the same memory layout
Fault-handler
reacting to faults identical for all replicas
Replica
Replica
Romain Master

t
Figure 2.4: Romain Synchronization
Based on: [12, Figure 3.3]
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Thus Romain cannot only compare the output, but also guarantee that all replicas get
the same input exactly at the same point in their execution.
Romain replicates the task in n-replicas. This allows Romain to provide soft-error
resilience on COTS hardware, because Romain can compare, thus find differences, in
the output. Since each replica runs in its own distinct address space, the resilience
against soft-errors in System Memory (MEM) is not limited to ECC-RAM. As Romain
runs the n-replica it cannot only detect SEUs, but also correct soft-errors by majority
voting. This requires to execute at least three replicas, because it is not possible to
determine which output is correct if each replica has a distinct output.
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3 Design and Implementation
Equally to other processes, device drivers have to be protected against soft-errors, especially since they are an important component of each OS. As device driver constitute
a big part of the OS[30], it is preferable to exclude them from the RCB. In a microkernel system like Fiasco.OC drivers run as a service in usermode. This should permit
Romain to replicate drivers and remove them from the RCB of the ASTEROID OS
architecture.
Device drivers share a lot of properties with other applications. However, they have
some traits which make them unique, because they have to communicate with hardware.
This is done with four major mechanisms:
• Port-mapped I/O (PMIO)
• Memory-mapped I/O (MMIO)
• Direct Memory Access (DMA)
• Interrupt Request (IRQ)
This chapter explains the necessary modifications of Romain and ASTEROID to
remove I/O device drivers from the RCB of ASTEROID. Also it describes the design
and implementation of non-replicated access to the different I/O mechanisms. At the
end an overview of the composed design is given.
Since the ideas were tested on an x86-microprocessor and x86 supports all these
features, the discussion of the design and implementation decisions will be based on
x86.

3.1 Port-mapped I/O
Port-mapped I/O (also called isolated I/O) is a way to access device registers by using a
specific address space. This address space is separate and distinct from normal memory
address space, thus special instructions are needed for accessing the device. On Intel’s
x86 processor these instructions are IN and OUT for 1,2, or 4 Bytes at a time.
If a process tries to access a port, the CPU will check whether the process is allowed
to access the port. This is done by checking the IOPL flag in the EFLAGS register,
which grants access to all ports if set, alternatively, if not set, by checking the I/O
permission bit map. This bit map is located in the Task State Segment (TSS)[22] and
contains one bit for each addressable port. Therefore, the I/O permission bit map is a
port-by-port accessing-right handling mechanism for each task. If a task tries to access
a port and has neither the IOPL flag set nor the permission for the port in the TSS
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set, the x86-microprocessor will signal a general-protection exception. Both the I/O
permission bitmap as well as the general-protection exception are used for replicating
device drivers using PMIO in my design.
In L4Re a special service handles all resources and access rights of the hardware,
the I/O server[18]. Thus if a task wants to receive access rights to hardware resources,
the task has to request the resources from the I/O server. The I/O server then decides
if the task is allowed to access the hardware resources. The decision policy is defined in
configuration files and bound to IPC Gates. Fiasco.OC provides IPC Gates as means
to open secure communications between tasks as described earlier in section 2.6[18].
Because Romain functions as a process loader for the replicas, it has the rights to open
communication to the I/O server and request hardware resources. The request of the
device drivers to grant access to the hardware resources will be intercepted by Romain
and Romain then makes a single request. Romain requests the the hardware resources
for the replicas from the I/O server. Therefore, Romain recieves all the access right
from the I/O server.
In the case of PMIO the replicas request access rights for ports from the I/O server.
This is trapped by Romain which then itself will request the access rights. The I/O
server will then update the I/O permission bitmap of Romain.
Since the replicated drivers’ I/O permission bitmap never changes, the replicas will
trigger a general protection fault on each I/O port access. The fault is handled within
Romain because Romain provides the fault-handler. In Romain the fault-handlers are
implemented in an observer pattern for the different fault reasons. A fault observer was
added to recognize the general-protection fault triggered by port access and handle it
correctly.
On x86 microprocessors the set of different port I/O instructions is very limited[23,
24]. Thus the decision was made to implement a disassembler for this instruction set.
Now the added fault-handler is able to determine if the trapped general-protection fault
was triggered by a replica trying to access a port. The trapped port access is then
executed by Romain. Since the accesses go directly to the device at PMIO, this means
that the device answers directly and even read instruction can change the state of the
device, respectively influence the subsequent reads and reactions to writes. To account
for this possible state change the fault handler executes this operation only once and
uses Romain’s features to copy the result to all replicas.

3.2 Memory-mapped I/O
In contrast to Port-mapped I/O, Memory-mapped I/O uses the same address space
and instructions set as memory operations and is protected by the processor through
segmentation and paging. As a result the view of tasks of an MMIO area is the same
as for normal memory. This is illustrated by figure 3.1
Romain could be made MMIO aware by recognizing the MMIO areas. As explained
in section 3.1 the device driver has to request the rights to the MMIO region from the
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virtual
Memory

I/O Device
MMIO Area

Figure 3.1: Memory-mapped I/O
I/O server. The difference to PMIO is that the I/O server will not change the TSS
but will give the driver the pages containing the MMIO area. Since all communication
between the driver and other processes is intercepted by Romain, Romain could map
the page to its own address space. Because Romain needs full access to the replicas
to compare states, this is already done. Also the detection of MMIO areas is possible
by comparing the memory layout provided by the BIOS[7, 5] to the physical address of
every memory page, the replicas want to map to their address space. Furthermore, the
access to the MMIO area by the replicas can be managed by applying the same shared
memory between replica idea as introduced later in section 3.3.
This approach is appealing, as this means that every driver running on Fiasco.OC
could use MMIO when replicated by Romain. But a working implementation of this
proposal would have meant major changes to the page fault-handler, memory manager,
and shared memory access emulator of Romain. This was outside of the scope of
this work. Moreover, this approach means that Romain needs more knowledge of the
underlying hardware and has to have more system depend logic, hence the portability
of Romain to other systems would be reduced.
Another design is to make the drivers conscious of Romain. Thereby, the device
drivers would signal Romain of the existence of MMIO as well as each access of the
device register via MMIO. This could be done either by IPC messages from the replica
to Romain or by using interrupts, which signal Romain about MMIO accesses.
In contrast to the first discussed proposal, this is attractive because no considerable changes are necessary. However, it would introduce a completely new layer of
direct communication between the replicas and Romain. It would also destroy the
transparency of Romain from the viewpoint of the drivers, since the drivers have to
directly interact with Romain. This also means that device drivers are dependent
on the existence of a Romain instance, either the device driver cannot run outside
the replicated environment or the drivers need addition logic to recognize if they run
replicated.
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The third proposal is to implement a device independent MMIO access layer for
the MMIO operations outside of the replicated application. In this solution the device
driver hands the MMIO memory page over to the access layer after receiving it form
the I/O server. The access layer then maps the page to its own address space. All
subsequent MMIO read or write operations are transformed into IPC messages to the
access layer. Since every MMIO access is an IPC message, which is a system call, it is
also a synchronization point for the replicated application.

Replica

Replica

Romain Master

MMIO Access Layer

Replicated Application

Figure 3.2: MMIO access layer
Like the first approach, this does not have the problem that the device drivers have
to be specially prepared to run replicated, because the MMIO access layer is outside of
the replicated application. Besides this, Romain does not need additional knowledge
about the hardware, which makes this design more portable. This design is similar to
microdrivers[16], as the logic of the device driver is separated from a secondary part,
which in case of microdrivers are performance critical functions, and in case of the
MMIO access layer, the logic how to access the registers of the device.
Since the MMIO accesses of the device drivers have to be altered into IPC messages,
an API was created. It takes the MMIO address, and in case of writes the value, and
creates the IPC messages for the device driver. Comparably the Linux kernel also has
special accessor functions for MMIO[29]. Thus, it is common to use an interface for
MMIO accesses, and the necessary source changes for existing drivers should be small.
Furthermore, it would be fairly easy to integrate PMIO accesses into this solution and
eliminating the fact that the device drivers have to be aware of the different address
spaces for PMIO and MMIO.
The MMIO access layer does not need any knowledge about the device except where
the MMIO area is mapped into its address space. Therefore it is device independent.
An MMIO read access takes place as seen in Figure 3.3. The device driver calls the
MMIO read function which then translates the read into an IPC message to the MMIO
access layer and waits for a response. The message is received by the MMIO access
layer. On reception it reads at the MMIO address and returns the read value back to
the driver per IPC message. Afterwards the driver can resume its execution.
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I/O Driver
...
value = mmio_read(addr)

MMIO Access Layer

wait for request

return reg[addr]

wait for request

...

Figure 3.3: Memory-mapped I/O Access

Romain intercepts the IPC message of each replica and compares the content against
each other. After comparison Romain sends the IPC message to the MMIO access
layer. Since it only sends the message once, the access to the MMIO happens in a
non-replicated way.
Because the MMIO access layer runs outside of the replicated application, it has to
be inside of RCB. This increases the RCB in code and memory size as well as elevates
the non-replicated data accesses and executed instructions. As the access layer is fairly
small, less than 300 lines of additional code, does few data accesses during a call, and
executes few instruction, it may not be the biggest contributor to the RCB. Still section
5.2 will shortly discuss how to secure the MMIO access layer against soft-errors.

3.3 Direct Memory Access
Direct Memory Access is distinct from Port-mapped I/O and Memory-mapped I/O
in that it does not constitute a direct communication between CPU and device, but
rather the communication takes place via the MEM of the computer system. Thereby,
there is no difference between memory area used for DMA and all other memory. DMA
is mainly used for high load I/O operation[19]. This is mainly due to the fact that
the memory access from the device is not handled by the CPU, but special DMA
controllers. The CPU and DMA controllers are sharing the system memory and I/O
bus, this allows the CPU to execute while the DMA controller accesses the MEM. In
contrast to the other two mechanisms this does not block the CPU. Through caches,
the CPU can even access a subset of the MEM, while the DMA controller blocks the
memory bus. Hence, DMA permits for a very fast transfer between I/O device and CPU.
Because the DMA area used by a device exists only once in the RAM, the problems for a replicated execution of device drivers are similar to MMIO(see 3.2). The first
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Memory
DMA
Replicated
Driver
I/O Device

CPU

Figure 3.4: DMA area access
suggestion would be to reuse the MMIO access layer and extend it to provide DMA
access over IPC messages as well.
As the access layer does not have any knowledge of the device and only processes
memory accesses on request, this would be simple to implement. However, as DMA is
designed and used for high data throughput, IPC messaging would quickly become a
throughput limiting factor, as the UTCB only has a message buffer restricted in size.
This would require to send a lot of IPC messages between I/O driver and access layer.
Additionally Fiasco.OC has to copy the content of the UTCB of one thread to the
UTCB of another thread. This is critical as it means that the data to be transferred
have to be copied multiple times for a successful DMA transfer. As IPC messages are
synchronous in a Fiasco.OC based system, for every IPC message the system has to
perform task switches, decreasing the possible performance of this solution further.
The second solution is to use the shared memory feature of Romain.
To make shared memory accesses replicable, Romain does not attach the shared
memory pages into the address spaces of the replicas, but rather provoke page faults
when replicas try to access the memory pages. The trapped accesses are executed once
by Romain. All replicas get the same input, since the memory is read only once. It
also ensures that the replicas do not override anything already changed by another
process between the writes of the different replicas. Romain implements two different
algorithms to handle these type of page faults:
trap + emulate
similar to the method of handling PMIO instructions (in Section 3.1), the instruction is disassembled and then emulated by the page fault-handler
copy & execute
which copies the trapped instruction into a function which is called by Romain.
As a DMA area is a normal memory space, Romain cannot simply detect the pages
used for DMA.
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The simplest solution would be to share the memory pages used for DMA between
the replicas and the MMIO access layer. This requires an IPC message to transmit the
page capability. The message can be detected by Romain, consequently the following
memory accesses to the DMA area would be trapped.
As straightforward as this would be, it appears odd to give a process resources it never
needs and even must not touch at all.
This contradiction could be solved by extending the MMIO access layer with a DMA
pool ability. In this case the device driver would not give the capability of shared
memory to the MMIO access layer, but rather would request a memory area for DMA
from the access layer.
As this would not change anything for Romain, it has some advantages compared
to the first solution. The MMIO access layer could manage all DMA area, thereby
providing additional features, like limiting the maximal used DMA space in the system
or giving a uniform address translation of the bus address used by the devices[9] to the
virtual address.
However, this would add additional logic to the access layer, which, since it runs
inside of the RCB, has to be protected by mechanisms other than Romain. It also
would require to change drivers, as they would have to request the necessary memory
from another process. This would make it harder to port the driver to be used in
ASTEROID.
Another approach would be to observe all I/O accesses by Romain and to detect
when a driver gives a memory address to a device. Romain would then detach the
memory pages from the replicated drivers and handle them as shared memory. Similarly
the MMIO access layer can do the monitoring and then signal Romain. However, for
this to work the access layer have to be extended to handle the PMIO accesses.
No changes to the device drivers would be necessary and it would be possible to
prevent the driver giving addresses to the device to which the driver has no rights. But
Romain or the access layer would need to have knowledge about most of the DMA-able
devices, because of the lack of one central DMA controller. This would add a lot of
logic to the RCB. Even worse this logic would have to be extended with every new
device.
The in this work proposed solution is to mark the memory region which the replicas want to use as DMA area by the replicas, with the attaching request. This way the
device drivers signal Romain that it should handle this region as shared. As flags are
already applied to indicate how the regions should be available for the task, for example
read only, or at a fixed address, this is simple to implement. The used bitmap for this
flags is not fully employed, thus a free flag was available. This flag should not change
the behavior of memory manager outside of the replicated application, thus the drivers
using this flag are not restricted to running replicated. Romain on the other hand can
react accordingly by sharing the page between the replicas.
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Figure 3.5: Shared memory between replicas
Adding very little to the RCB, while only tiny changes to the device drivers are
necessary, this approach is preferable to the others discussed here. Furthermore, as a
consequence of employing an unused attach-flag, the ability to run the drivers unreplicated is not altered. At the same time Romain can detect DMA memory pages, thus
trapping all accesses. In addition no knowledge of the devices has to be implement into
Romain or the MMIO access layer making this solution device independent.

3.4 Interrupts
The last way of communication between device and driver are Interrupt Requests. They
are unlike the mechanisms discussed in the previous sections, as they do not represent
a bidirectional communication, but rather the device signals the driver that something
happened (e.g. received network packet). The driver has then to check the source and
decided how to react.
Since IRQs are represented by kernel objects in Fiasco.OC, Romain already has
the capabilities for the IRQs. Moreover, owing to the fact that software IRQs are
employed for signaling between tasks, and no difference between software and hardware
IRQs exists for user level processes[18]. Romain proxies IRQs already.

3.5 Overview
In figure 3.6 my whole design is presented for accessing I/O from a replicated driver.
The driver is replicated by Romain, which will trap and emulate all PMIO accesses
through an added fault-handler, therefore normal operation is possible on PMIO.
MMIO is executed by an MMIO access layer, which lies outside of the replicated
application. The drivers have to transform their MMIO accesses into IPC messages.
These will then get compared by Romain when leaving the replicated application. The
answer following afterwards from the MMIO access layer is copied to the replicated
drivers by Romain.
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Replica

Romain Master
PMIO

DMA

IRQ

MMIO Access Layer
MMIO

Replicated Application

Figure 3.6: Replicated application with I/O extension
To use DMA, the drivers have to mark the memory pages, signaling Romain that it
should trap all accesses to this memory area, and execute the memory instructions by
Romain.
IRQs are already handled by Romain, through the system call proxy feature. Romain
will get the interrupt and relay it to the replicas.
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4 Evaluation
Evaluation of the design changes for replicated device drivers was done in two steps:
performance and fault resilience.
This chapter will first present the reasoning for choosing the test set of drivers. This
is followed by a presentation of the results of the measured performance. At the end of
this chapter the reached failure resilience is discussed.

4.1 Prerequisite
The lack of available I/O device drivers for L4Re meant that some drivers had to be implemented. The decision was made to write a Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART) driver for UART 16550[31] devices and the Intel e1000[32] 1 GBit/s
Ethernet devices, because these are wildly supported, for example by QEMU[3], which
was used for debugging, and Bochs[28], which is employed by the fault-injecting Fail*[37]
framework. Furthermore, both devices together apply all I/O mechanisms discussed in
chapter 3. The UART devices operate with PMIO and IRQs, the e1000 device communicates over MMIO, DMA, and IRQs.

4.2 Performance
The performance of the e1000 driver was evaluated on a system with an Intel Core
i7-4770 processor running with 3.4 GHz and equipted with 8 GB of System Memory
with a transmission rate of 1333 MT/s. As network device a 82540EM (rev2) PCI card
was used and lwIP[14] as the network stack.
In the following diagrams and tables of the results the subsequent terms will mean
the following:
native:
The device driver and lwIP run without a Romain instance.
Romain:
One instance of the device driver and lwIP run with Romain.

4.2.1 Round-trip Times
The first test was to compare round trip times of the driver running replicated against
an unreplicated execution. The Linux’s e1000 driver and Linux’s network stack were
used as baselines. Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP)[34] echo request packets were send from a Linux machine to the test machine to measure the round trip
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Native
Mean / ms
Min / ms
Max / ms

0.152
0.046
0.266

1 Replica
0.206
0.080
0.450

Romain
2 Replicas
0.254
0.141
0.694

3 Replicas
0.299
0.194
2.110

Linux
0.123
0.051
0.545

Table 4.1: Round-trip times
times. The time between echo request and ICMP echo reply was recorded. The
commandline tool ping was used for this. For every tested setup 10 000 echo request
packets were send and the same amount of replies was received, thus no request got lost.
In mean the Linux’s driver and network stack are faster than the e1000 driver and lwIP
(Table: 4.1). This was to be expected, as Linux is a well established kernel in a wide
variaty of devices, therefore the network stack is more suitable for the test machine
than the lwIP stack, which is developed for embedded systems. Thus lwIP cannot use
the same optimizations as Linux. Moreover, the e1000 driver of Linux does not need to
switch tasks to be able to access the MMIO, which does slow down the e1000 driver.
Additionally years of optimization for the e1000 Linux driver give it a performance
advantage over the for L4Re’s e1000 driver.
Because Romain has to get all externalization events and compare the state of the
replicas, an increased round-trip time was presumed. Similarly, as every replica has
to compute the ICMP request, the overall computation is multiplied by the amount of
replicas. This should increase the answer times with a growing number of replicas of the
driver. Both effects were observed. The maximal time of Romain running 3 replicas
stands out, as it is substantial higher than would be assumed by the other results. A
closer look shows that this value was only measured once and the second slowest roundtrip had a time of 0.914 ms. The second worst time is inside the expected range, thus
the maximum was probably influenced by multiple unlucky circumstances, for example
scheduling decisions and cache misses. However, as this value only appeared once, it
can be assumed that it is very unlikely to strongly influence the overall result.
The distribution of the round-trip times was compared (Figure: 4.1,4.2). Linux’s roundtrip times have a smaller distribution than any of the other tested variants. This is
because of the task switches in the L4Re driver, as scheduler decisions have to be made.
Interestingly, the L4Re driver version running without Romain had 695 round-trip times
which were faster than any of the Linux’s round-trip times. Two different optimizations
in the driver may be responsible for this. The first optimization is the driver assuming
if it received one packet, it will probably receive another packet shortly thereafter. In
this case it does not wait for the next IRQ, but rather polls the device for a short time.
This is a lot faster than to wait to get woken up again by the next IRQ. The second
optimization effects the way the driver signals the device that the data is already read.
As signaling this is slow, the driver informs the device only when the receive buffer of
the device is nearly full. This could also explain the wider distribution of round-trip
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times, as the driver behavior is depended on gap between and amount of previously
received packets.
The expected distribution of round-trip times in Romain should be similar to running
native, except a small offset, which should depend on the same factors as discussed before.
This expectation was confirmed by obseravtion. However, the set of very fast answer
times, seen in the native execution, does not show running on Romain. Since Romain
traps every system call, it also traps the polling requests of the driver optimization.
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Figure 4.1: Time Distribution: Linux, Romain, Native
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Figure 4.2: Time Distribution: Romain
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This makes this optimization less efficient than a native execution, and reduces the
advantage over waiting for an IRQ. Since no unexpected increased execution times were
noted, optimizations done for unreplicated device drivers do not seem to hurt execution
times in a replicated environment.

4.2.2 Throughput
The throughput was determined by sending a file with the size of 21 MB over TCP/IP[8,
35] from a Linux computer to the test computer and measuring the time until the file
was completely transmitted. For comparison a 1 GB file of zeros was also send. No
difference regarding the throughput was observed between these files.
As Linux is able to fully utilize the 1 GBit/s connection, Linux is not used as baseline
in this test, because none of L4Re variants achieves this.
The difference in throughput between the variants is clearly visible in figure: 4.3.
As throughput in all cases is limited by the CPU, a reduction by a factor equal to
the number of replicas is expected. Comparing Romain with two, respectively three,
replicas to Romain only running a singular instance of the driver, the reduction ratio
is exactly as assumed. A better result could be attained by running each replica on its
own CPU. Since the current system call proxy for Romain does not support hardware
IRQ relay to different CPUs, this was not tested.
While the limitation by the CPU explains the throughput differences between the
amount of replicas, it does not describe the gap between the native run and the execution
of one instance run by Romain. As described in section 3.3, DMA is used for high
throughput environments, thus high speed for DMA areas is an important factor. In
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Figure 4.3: Throughput
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3 Replica

Native
Romain

Memcopy in MB/s
4 247
88.78

Table 4.2: Memcopy on DMA area
table 4.2 the degeneration of accessing speed on DMA through the use of Romain is
shown. This data correlates with the throughput found by Döbel for shared memory.
The difference in accessing speed accounts for the reduced throughput of the device
driver running on Romain.

4.3 Fault Resilience
One criteria for choosing these devices was them being supported by Bochs[28] as mentioned in section 4.1. This is important as it should allow to make automated fault
injections tests with the Fail* framework, which uses Bochs as an x86 simulator.
The Fail* fault injection framework is designed for “lage-scale dependability evaluation and system analysis campaigns on various target-platform backends”[37, p.4].
This is by an abstraction of the fault injection infrastructure, thus allowing “portable
experiment implementation”[37, p.4], while enabling fault injection experiments to
change states in the target.[37]
However, the Bochs version 2.4.6 currently employed by Fail* does not have support for e1000 devices, this was only added later to Bochs(version 2.6)[4]. The attempt
to port the e1000 simulation back to the used Bochs version failed, since the new
network simulation design differs considerably to the one used in earlier versions.
Furthermore, a bug in Fail* prevented a golden run. A golden run is a run of the
process, in which all necessary information is recorded to be able to compare a failure
free run to all subsequent fail injected runs. This bug appeared while accessing a
register over PMIO.
Because the automatic failure injection through Fail* does not work for the tested
drivers, some failures were injected manually into the device driver. This was done by
using GDB[1] in connection with QEMU. Only a small set of all possible failures could
be tested this way, due to the immense effort the manual injection takes.
The injected failures show, that three separate regions in memory have to be differentiated. These memory regions are illustrated in figure 4.4.
Private Memory is the memory only accessible by one replica and Romain. All injected
failures into these memory areas were detected and corrected by Romain, while they
had catastrophic consequences running native. Private memory was found by Döbel to
be fully protected by Romain against SEUs by detection, and 99.6% of injected failures
could be recovered.
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Figure 4.4: Different Memory Regions

The other two distinct regions are located in DMA space. Because these regions
are not replicated by Romain, a failure injected into the DMA area cannot be detected
or corrected by Romain. Furthermore, the failure is present in all replicas, thus the
replicas will react identical to the failure. This makes it impossible for Romain to
identify the failure in the outputs following this.
However, the packets being transmitted over the network are secured by checksums.
Consequently, the data in the Packet Buffer is protected via the checksums against failures. Failures introduced into this memory area, therefore are detected by the network
stack. The network stack reacts to these failures as if a transmission error has occurred.
This happens regardless of the driver being replicated or not.
In contrast to the packet buffer, the Descriptor Buffer does not have any failure
detection features. This is especially problematic as the descriptors contain metadata,
for example the size of the packet and if the packet is complete. Hence, induced failures
in this area can not be detected by neither the replicated driver nor the native version.
The failures injected into the descriptor buffer have very different effects on the device
driver, for example sending a to large network packet.
However, the risk of getting an SEU into a DMA area can be greatly reduced with the
tested device, since the size of the packet buffer and descriptor buffer is not fixed, but
defined by the driver. A smaller memory area decreases the probability, owing to the
fact that it means less transistors are responsible for the data. This shrinks the used
physical size, too. As discussed in section 2.2 these are the major factors for SEUs.
Furthermore, through the use of DMA for high throughput situations, most information
stored in this area should only be valid for a short period of time.
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5 Conclusion and Future Work
This work showed necessary changes to Romain and the ASTEROID OS’s RCB for
replicating device drivers. Doing this, it presented design approaches, which are reducing the required alterations to the driver, while limiting the increase of the RCB and
retaining a maximum of portability to other hardware architectures.

5.1 Conclusion
As PMIO uses a completely different set of instructions and provides a fine grained
access control structure, Romain can trap and emulate the PMIO instructions, similar
as it traps and emulates shared memory accesses.
The optimum between portability, implementation effort, and increased RCB for
MMIO operations was discussed to be an additional layer inside the RCB. For the
communication between the driver and this access layer, the Fiasco.OC’s IPC feature
is used, thus Romain can check the output of the replicas. This also introduces the
need to alter the drivers for running replicated. However, these transformations are
expected to be reasonably in scope, as argued in section 3.2.
Since a replication of DMA area is not applicable, section 3.3 reasoned that the
best way is to mark the DMA memory pages by the driver. This is done by extending
the existing attach flags. Thereafter, Romain can trap and emulate all memory accesses
to the marked memory pages by reusing the shared memory mechanisms.
Romain already implements a system call proxy, thus the IRQ functionality was
already supported completely.
Replication adds a significant runtime overhead for device drivers. This was observed via the round-trip times, testing mainly the overhead of MMIO and IRQ, as well
as via throughput, showing the expected overhead for DMA areas as discussed in 4.2.2,
using a e1000 card.
In the failure injection discussion it was found, backed by some manual failure injections tests, that the non-replicated access of PMIO, MMIO, and IRQ does not add
any additional undetectable failure potential.
In contrast DMA memory does provide a single point of failure, if it is not protected
by other means, for example checksums. However, since data stored in DMA is mostly
used for high throughput, it can safely be assumed most of these data is only valid for
a very short time, reducing the risk of getting an non-benign fault into the memory area.
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Therefore, replication of device drivers can increase device drivers resilience dramatically, while having a feasible slowdown for device drivers, which are not limited by
CPU throughput.

5.2 Future Work
Drivers only consisting of private memory can be replicated by Romain. Moreover
Romain should find 100% of SEUs inside these drivers. Since neither IRQ, PMIO nor
MMIO introduce shared memory, a replication of drivers using these mechanisms results
in the wanted increase of reliability. The same does not apply for DMA areas. As these
are inside the replicated driver, but are not protected by replication, they do not profit
from any protection provided by Romain, respectively the RCB.
In section 3.3 it was proposed to use the MMIO access layer as DMA pool, too.
This would allow to restrict the DMA memory to especially hardend physical DRAM,
for example ECC-RAM. Therefore, the DMA area would be protected by hardware if
available, with neither adding additional logic to every driver nor have to use the hardened DRAM for the whole system, as the remaining MEM is protected by replication
through Romain.
The current design of MMIO access allows an execution on different hardware, but
does increase the required alteration of device drivers for use with the MMIO access
layer. An improvement would be to use the shared memory feature similar to DMA.
This would greatly reduce the necessary code changes for the driver, to only setting
a specific bit, while making the MMIO access layer obsolete, as Romain would do all
accesses. If a reuse of the flag introduced by DMA is possible, the entailed alteration
to the driver would be reduced to a minimum, while all benefits of the MMIO access
layer would be preserved.
As the MMIO access layer lies inside of the RCB, it is not protected by replication and has to be secured against SEUs by other means. A possible solution would
be using compiler based solutions like SWIFT, introduced in section 2.4, as the access
layer’s source code is available and its only a single program. Furthermore, the MMIO
access layer does not have any shared memory or a multithread behavior. However
SWIFT does not suit the use-case, as load operations on the MMIO memory area must
be executed only once.
In the tested drivers, only the descriptor buffer of the e1000 device is completely
unprotected. As this buffer is fairly small, and most of the containing data is fixed,
it should be possible to implement a memory scrubber for these memory areas. This
would renew the information saved in the descriptor buffer frequently, thus reducing
the effects of soft-errors.
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